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HISTORICAL OUTCOMES AT THE END OF AN
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT:
LIMES TRANSALUTANUS
Eugen S. Teodor*
* Muzeul Naţional de Istorie a României; eusteo@gmail.com
Rezumat. În ultimii trei ani am cercetat o frontieră romană care traversează Muntenia de vest,
de la Dunăre la râul Argeş. Articolul colectează aspecte de interes istoric ale unui proiect de
cercetare din sfera arheologiei peisajului. Mă voi referi aici la câteva aspecte critice, puţin
cunoscute (sau deloc) referitoare la rolul strategic al Limes Transalutanus, la cronologia sa,
aspecte privitoare la structura comenzii (deşi lipsesc informaţii despre numele unităţilor militare!), aşezări civile (în special cele neataşate unor castre), demografie şi mediu cultural. Unul
dintre cele mai interesante aspecte pe care le ridic aici este capacitatea de adaptare a garnizoanei de pe frontieră la condiţii naturale care, în Europa, sunt unicat, cât şi la câteva dintre soluţiile surprinzătoare rezultate în proces.
Cuvinte cheie: Limes Transalutanus, aşezări civile, demografie, ceramică, mediu ambient.

1. Theoretical frame
The research project has been concluded recently, in September 2017, and had
general goals pretty far of the traditional ‘history’, as the evaluation of the technical
means at hand when comes to a corridor-like task, as a highway, or asserting the state
of conservation for monuments. Nevertheless, between the deliverables items from the
last phase one could find an historical overview. Is there anything to learn, by a professional historian, through the results of a project dealing with landscape archaeology?
Although a former graduate of the history faculty, as almost all Romanian
archaeologists, I do not see myself as a historian. The reason is plain: a historian seeks
the knowledge on written facts from the remote past, which only rarely happens to me.
The debate about the history-archaeology misalliance is laying, pretty fagged, in pubs
and social media, at least in Romania.
The binomial history-archaeology is pretty much a fake, as long as archaeology
shares with history only the goal – acknowledging the past – but not the method, which
is, basically, a geological one1. Looking deeper, the facts are still more intricate, and
the disjunction heavier. Let’s consider here the typology – a very typical tool for an
1

Explaining archaeology as a prodigy of the spectrum having history at one end, and geology
at the other (as Ysayev, 2006, p. 602), is quite simplistic, as long as many other academic
disciplines have parts to play.
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archaeologist: it seems inspired by taxonomy, although the daily vehicle is statistical,
i.e. mathematical. The relatively younger domain ‘landscape archaeology’ owes a lot
to geography and cartography, or to the anthropology of the inhabited space, the bond
with the ‘mother’ being conserved almost entirely through historical maps. Informatics
made all these new ties even stronger, reshaping the universities as museums of technologies. For instance, photogrammetry has changed the way a map can be done, and
yes, you can do it at home or at the digging site. Is there a more interdisciplinary academic job than archaeology? Or better say ‘transdisciplinary’? If so, from which perspective one could assess its performance? Looking at it only through the historian
glasses could be an unforgiven mistake, of course; could we then leave this boat and
save ourselves? Certainly not. Our sponsor, which is the entire society, does not expect
‘archaeological reports’ – impossible to read without training – but meaningful stories.
Beyond any theoretical thoughts, I has never considered myself between those
thinking archaeology as a strictly technical assignment, as engineering, for instance. I
never believed an archaeologist unable to leave his drawings, descriptions or big-data,
for a good story, no matter how risky would be. This effort does not make him a historian, but an archaeologist fully aware about what ‘transdisciplinarity’ means.
In an ideal world of interdisciplinarity, each specialist is working independently,
with tools and means proper for his skills and education, expecting feedback from anyone able to reflect the light back, the ‘science’ being achieved in this process2. This is
exactly what I am just trying here, quarrying historical relevant data from a collection
having basically different coordinates, hopping that ‘interdisciplinarity (to be read
transdisciplinarity, my note) allows a discipline to grow and prevents stagnation’3.

2. Research background
Speaking about Limes Transalutanus – and especially about the plain sector we
dealt with – we are almost entirely in an unwritten history, lost in the land of archaeology. The name of this frontier is modern, born hard and with an uncertain identity4.
All along this frontier – from Danube to Argeş River, almost 160 km – one could
acknowledge about a plate with an incised text, with obvious orthographical issues5,
and a fragmentary inscription, from Săpata,6 which in fact does not send useful information. There are no stamped tiles or bricks; we do not know the name of any military
2

Dialismas, 2004, p. 62.
Isayev, 2006, p. 602.
4
Grigore G. TOCILESCU (1900) used first Limes Cisalutanus, censured by Gheorghe CANTACUZINO (1945, p. 449) for the altered perspective, looking at the line from the modern capital
(Bucharest) instead choosing the old one (Romula, the capital of Dacia inferior), reshaping it
Trans-alutanus (Alutus is the antic name of Olt River). One can find also the far more confusing
expression of Limes Alutanus (today hired for the ripa made along Olt River), for instance in
unpublished drawings of Pamfil POLONIC (late 19th century). The orthography used in recent
literature is chaotic (limes Transalutanus, Limes transalutanus etc.), authors having to send
enigmatic – but certainly different – messages.
5
The inscribed plate from Socetu (Teleorman County): IGLR, 440.
6
A fragmentary brick with letters scratched on wet surface, clumsy enough to doubt that the
author was really a literate (Christescu, 1938, p. 446, fig. 16); anyway, it cannot be read. One
3
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unit, nor the names of the antic locations. Not one name.
We are then in a fully archaeological situation. The only extended diggings
were done in Jidova (Argeş County) and Râşnov (Braşov County), both north of Argeş
River, on the mountain corridor connecting Danube by the south-eastern Transylvania7.
For the plain area there were some short diggings, before the middle of the 20th century,
inconclusive reported8. The only useful information popped up was the monetary hoard
from Săpata, giving an ante-quem date for the limes, before the middle of the fifth decade of the third century9. In the second half of the 20th century, the only archaeologist
with a notable activity in the area was Ioana Bogdan CĂTĂNICIU, beginning with the
'70s, with many campaigns at the forts from Putineiu and Urlueni (to add Flămânda,
but on a completely disrupted site)10; we still await for the monographs. One could also
mention the short diggings made by Romeo Avram at the forts Gresia, Crâmpoia and
Izbăşeşti, followed by brief and confused reports, when any11.
As about the beginning of the Roman garrisons along the new frontier, Grigore
G. TOCILESCU’s intuition, older than one century, still rules: at the threshold of the
second and third centuries12.
In the works already published by us, within the research project, subjects of
historical relevance are not absent at all, but the information is scattered through many
pages. This is the first time when I try to get it together, structured on several layers.

3. Inner chronology
If the general chronology is that already stated (or, at least, very likely), there
is at least one internal limit. We have now the certitude that the frontier has at least
can add a fragment of a monument dedicated to the Thracian Rider (Ibidem, p. 447, fig. 17),
just to avoid the scary thought that we might be in barbaricum.
7
Petolescu, Cioflan, 1995 (Jidova); Gudea, Pop, 1973 (Râşnov).
8
Cantacuzino, 1945 for Băneasa; Christescu, 1938 for Săpata; G. Christescu, also, dug at Urlueni,
but not published, his research being resumed four decades later, by Ioana Bogdan CĂTĂNICIU,
for about 20 years, presented in a very abbreviated form (Bogdan Cătăniciu, 1997, p. 96-104).
9
Christescu, 1934. The real date of giving up the frontier is slightly later than Christescu was
supposing (242), being suggested by an aurei hoard found much later in Războieni-Piteşti (Dima,
2012), around 245.
10
All the mentioned diggings are reported shortly, in the monograph dedicated to Limes Transalutanus (Bogdan Cătăniciu, 1997).
11
Avram, Amon, 1997 for Gresia; Petolescu et alii, 1995 for Izbășești (C. C. Petolescu being
here only PhD teacher, not the digger); the diggings from Crâmpoia (1999) are not published
(although some sketches survived); two out of the four trenches can be still seen on orthophotos.
12
Despite claims that it could be much older, as Hadrian’s rule (Bogdan Cătăniciu, 1997, p. 91,
with no argument; Idem, p. 106 with note 51, based on a very flat coin minted by Antoninus
Pius); contra: Petolescu, 2005, which prefers a solution still later than Tocilescu (1900, p. 122),
connecting it by the disputable visit of Caracalla, in 214. Interesting to note, G. Bichir (1984, p.
93) was stating – long time ago and apparently from a different perspective – that the threshold
between the first and the second phases of the Chilia-Militari Culture (flourishing on the both
sides of Limes Transalutanus) is exactly the year 214, in connection with the first Carpi strike
against the Romanian Plain, burning much of the existing settlements.
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two phases, coming up from some quite obvious situations. The first is the existence
of two different routes for the artificial obstacle built as limit: a western one,13 that seen
by Pamfil POLONIC in the late 19th century, crossing the Bratcov Valley relatively far
from Roşiori city (2 km), and an eastern one, bypassing the Tuberculosis Hospital east
of it and going straight to the city, being lost near the cemetery, at the fringe of the high
terrace. The last can be retrieved northwest of the city, after making a strong turn, on
a route approaching the western route and merging it north of the railway to Craiova.
The older one is the western, which is shorter, but turning a blind eye to the strategic
corridor of Vedea River. This palisade was strongly burned, especially on the sector
immediately west of the Hospital. In the second phase have appeared on this route three
different settlements (noted Bratcov 1–3), on the both sides of the former palisade, but
mainly outside (east of it). The old frontier was replaced by a new palisade, pushed eastward, in a far better position for surveying movements in barbaricum. That eastern
variant is not burned, except some short segments. About the settlements from Bratcov
I will turn back, later. What is relevant here is the clear chronological sequence of construction of those alternative frontier routes.
A second fact is related with changes occurring in forts layout and losses of
military manpower. Interesting things happened with all three larger forts, Săpata,
Urlueni, and Băneasa, all having a smaller fort attached. Only that they did not work
together. I will restrain to the explanations for Băneasa, which is a crystal-clear case,
at least for the main fort, which is strongly burned all around the precinct. In July 2015
I made a snapshot from a plane, in which a reddish contour appeared14, but not for the
intermediary rampart, cutting the main fort approximately in two even parts15. The
diggings from 2016 and 2017, made in the south-western and north-eastern corners,
made the rest, reporting two distinctive phases for the western part, but only one for
the eastern part. Concluding, the fort was burned down, but not at its end, at the Carpi
raid from 245. This event could be (or not) the same which put an end for the western
boundary near Roşiori, or even with the end of the phase 3A in the fort from Răcari
(Dolj County)16.
Such a description, made of two main phases of the frontier, fits the model
given by Ioana Bogdan CĂTĂNICIU both for the dug fortresses and the artificial
obstacle defining the limes. The comparison ends here. Our own mechanical diggings,
13

Maps and descriptions about those two variants are available in several places: Teodor, 2015,
p. 40 with fig. 12 (in an early stage of identification of the western route); Teodor, 2017a, p. 19
with fig. 6, showing only the southern part of the split, but with accurate details.
14
The photo was presented at the LimesForum V, București, 14th Dec. 2016, but it could be found
in Teodor, 2016c, p. 103, fig. 4, or in Limes (magazine issued by the Limes National Committee),
no. 1/2016, p. 32.
15
The fort is square (139 m for each side), thus, obvious, this is the native plan. In a second phase,
it was shrunk at about half, reaching a 2:1 ratio of the sides, which cannot be the ‘original’ (in a
flat plain). Beyond elementary logic, the geophysics proved the same.
16
Teodor, 2009; see also Teodor, 2006, esp. p. 229-230, about the two sub-phases of the phase
3 (stone precinct).
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north and south of Mocanului Valley17, assisted by a professional geologist18, delivered
the conclusion that, at least in that place, there was only one building activity19, consisting in a massive palisade, burned but never remade. The description given by I.
Bogdan Cătăniciu, exactly for Mocanului Valley, was a ‘palisade wall’, burned and
then overlaid by an earthen vallum20. The palisade is there, indeed, but the secondary
earthworks not. There is no vallum, only a thick vegetal layer, dark brown as chernozem
is; a pedological story of 17 centuries, but nothing else.
Looking back at the situation with the double boundary near Roşiori City, we
could say that, very likely, the burned frontier was counted among the damages suffered in the same instance as Mocanului Valley. Possibly, but still a speculation.

4. Strategical meaning
The concern of the Romanian archaeologists focused exclusively towards
Roman forts has had serious consequences on the overall picture of the area. The great
historian and archaeologist (it is possible!) from Oltenia, Dumitru TUDOR, has reached
the conclusion that Limes Transalutanus is not quite a ‘real limes’, but ‘an advanced
line’. The scholar did not spell his reasons – undisputable anyway – but they are pretty
clear: he barely knew two Roman settlements on the eastern bank of the Olt River21.
The odd thing is that in 1970’s there were already mapped some dozens settlements
between Olt and the new Roman frontier of the early third century, some having published diggings, but those were labelled ‘Chilia-Militari’, thus assigned to the so-called
‘Free Dacians’22. It is not surprising that the Communist Party has bought Bichir’s

17

The northern one almost in the same spot as one of the trenches made 40 years ago by Ioana
BOGDAN CĂTĂNICIU.
18
Constantin HAITĂ, with more than 20 years experience in archaeology, the only full time sedimentologist in the Romanian archaeology.
19
The report was published in the annual chronical of the diggings from Romania (Teodor,
2017b), but without illustration (overwhelmed editors); the critical figures are still available on
the project website, within the Report for 2016 (http://www.limes-transalutanus.ro/rapoarte/
raport_etapa3.html, chapter three).
20
Rom. ‘zidul-palisadă’, see Bogdan Cătăniciu, 1997, p. 88. Although referring it almost only
as Rom. ‘val’ (vallum), she finally wrote this: “Vom continua să vorbim despre vallum, deși
ar trebui să încercăm diferențierea între zidul-palisadă și vallum” (‘We will keep up talking
about vallum, although one should try a difference between the palisade-wall and vallum’,
Ibidem, p. 89).
21
Tudor, 1978, p. 256, for the ‘advanced line’; for the list of Roman villages from Olt County
(on both sides of Olt River) see Ibidem, p. 228-232. The cautious arguments used by Dumitru
TUDOR were boldly reshaped in truly free speech by one of his followers: ‘such a thought is
strengthen by the short time this limes was used, only for temporary needs, settling the forts
hastily, with no dwelling around them, as archaeological facts are proving’ (Vlădescu, 1983,
p. 130, translation). ‘The short time’ is about 40 years, which is double as Antonine Wall, a
frontier with four phases and lots of civilian settlements (Breeze, 2004).
22
Or Militari-Chilia, how G. Bichir (1984) named it, although the order of the discoveries is the
other way around.
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Figure 1. Altimetric relationship between the western and eastern banks of Lower
Olt Valley, in five spots of Limes Alutanus; from north to south, and top to bottom:
Pons Aluti, Rusidava, Acidava, Romula, Slăveni. EU-DEM 30 m, Stereo 70.
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story23, but is shocking that trained historians and archaeologists did the same, for such a
long time. I will be now more explicit than probably is recommended: a historian of
the Roman Empire cannot take as granted the existence of barbarian ‘free’ communities
inside the established frontiers, at least not within the Principate. True enough, ChiliaMilitari dwelling is rural, void of walls or roads made of stone, and mostly has no inscriptions, excluding it from a classical scholar care. A true historian can read an epigraph with shorts and ligatures, even with missing parts, but cannot get the relationship
between the society and its habitat. This is exactly why a ‘classicist’ as Ioana BOGDAN
CĂTĂNICIU was never been interested in the work of her colleague, Gheorghe
BICHIR, although both were working for the same institute.
About the reasons why the imperial strategists decided to build this ‘advanced
line’, the common opinion is that the heart of the province Dacia inferior, including
its capital, Romula, located west of the Lower Olt, had to be protected24; the scientific
ratiocination is that the eastern terrace of the Olt Valley is higher on the eastern bank,
dominating the main garrisons along the river. The need for controlling better the moves
from barbaricum drove – thus – to the idea to push the garrisons ahead, in the wild25. I
wonder only why took them so long, such as 80 years. The validity of the argument is
illustrated in the Figure 1.
Supposing that the mentioned problem would have been the only one, I think
they might done it differently, making an ‘advanced line’ following the western bank
of Călmăţui River, or even on the known alignment of Limes Transalutanus up to the
confluence Plapcea-Vedea (between the forts Crâmpoia and Urlueni), closing the line
back on Olt River, somewhere north of Rusidava. But the Roman commanders decided
differently, making their troops to escalate the mountains through the Bran Pass (1200 m
altitude). The reason can be found on the other slope of the Carpathians: the Roman
forts from Râşnov, Comolău, Boroşneu and Breţcu, all belonging to the same Dacia
inferior, and making a vital job blocking the most accessible pass of the Carpathian
Mountains, Oituz. The new logistic avenue, following Limes Transalutanus, is about
100 km shorter than the former, working along Limes Alutanus, or several marching
days for heavy loads. I wrote about this several times since 2013 and I will not resume
the facts26, choosing instead a basic observation: when did not dedicate inscriptions,
troops where training, fighting, building, traveling, exchanging, or entertaining, but
all around eating and drinking. The Roman age dwelling’s tissue known for south23

This is a monumental case-study about the way in which the political commandments reach
really to deform the representation of the national history. After almost three decades of ‘free
speech’ we are still there, in the shadow of the myths delivered by the national communist propaganda about the overrated Dacians (at the dawn of the European civilisation etc.). Esteemed
historians, like D. Tudor in the past (and likewise many others today), cannot see the settlements
of the Roman province as Roman thinking at an imaginary Dacian enclave behind the Roman
lines.
24
The greatest part of the villages and villas known for Dacia inferior are located in the southeastern corner of Oltenia, facing the Lower Olt (Tudor, 1978, p. 251).
25
Bogdan Cătăniciu, 1997, p. 61.
26
Teodor, 2013, p. 5-6; Teodor, 2014, p. 133.
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eastern Transylvania is very thin and there is little hope that situation will be changed
dramatically by future researches. That region still imports almost anything is edible,
being far too cold for cereals or wine. Logistics were thus the main concern of the
Roman strategists, because a difference of 100 km could mean 20% more efficient
and cheaper, or 20% more soldiers to feed.
The route known as Limes Transalutanus was previously used as invasion route
during the Dacian wars. The clearest facts are related to the mountainous sector, on
which one could count the fort and the Roman baths from Voineşti, the fortlet from
Rucăr, and possible also the small fort from Jidova27. Across the plain things are less
convincing. The marching camp which I have noted near Piteşti has remained an unverified hypothesis, needing a test digging28. Other clues are rather pale or just uncertain,
which is not good for a 160 km long road. An interesting candidate is the small fort
from Băneasa (Olt County), which is earlier than the large fort and its civilian settlement
from the same place.29 The most exciting situation – but also the most desperate – is
the camp from Flămânda, at the Danube’s bank, almost completely destroyed in the
1970’s by ‘defensive’ works. Its plan is still known both from proto-archaeological
sketches and a military plan from the early 20th century, stretching on at least six hectares (if not more)30. Such dimensions recall better the marching camps from the early
second century31 than the tiny forts of the third century, not larger than two hectares.

5. Military districts
Although not much is known about the military units, including their names,
I think that we are beginning to understand something about the structure of the military
command32. The larger forts, such as Băneasa, Urlueni and Săpata (or Purcăreni, looking
north of Argeş River) must have played a role in coordinating the border troops. I still
defend the idea that a long frontier cannot be kept in order if is made only of
27

Bogdan Cătăniciu, 1974 for Rucăr; Măndescu et alii, 2014, p. 59-60, for the small fort from
Jidova (Biserica Jidovilor); for Voineşti – see the digging reports from the last years, in Cronica
Cercetărilor Arheologice din România.
28
Teodor, 2015, p. 131-132. In the meantime I have dropped the illusion that geophysics could
reveal such a discreet footprint as a marching camp.
29
Recent field survey (2017), still unpublished, shows that the small fort is not burned (and that
would be an exception along third century Limes Transalutanus) and is overlapped by the military vicus.
30
A table with comparative data is to be found in Teodor, 2015, p. 19. Although the figures
reported by Pamfil POLONIC are not always trustworthy (though trained surveyor, he did not
use a theodolite), the lengthy eastern side of the fort is suggesting that today the bank of Danube
is severely eroded. On the other hand, the military map (Planul Director de Tragere, no. 3636,
Turnu Măgurele), reprinted in 1945, has been firstly issued in 1929, and data contained should
be even older; it is unlikely that the erosion was that great in 20 years (form Polonic’s sketch
to the military survey). The area of the fort was, depending on source, between 7.7 (A.T. Laurian)
and 6.2 ha (the military map).
31
Teodor et alii, 2013, p. 26 for the marching camps from Şureanu Mountains. See also Ştefan,
2005, Micle et alii, 2016.
32
Teodor, 2015, p. 202.
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irregular troops, as could be deducted from the size of the forts33, at least in the initial
phase. That intuition can be better supported now, on different sectors, with facts connected at forts, watch-towers, or boundary obstacle.
As regarding the forts, the most astonishing resemblances were found on the
northern sector, between Izbăşeşti and Piteşti (all from Argeş County). The main analogy is the location of the fort into the landscape, having two common issues: a narrow
place, naturally defended on three sides, and a distant position in relationship with the
boundary.

Figure 2. Natural defence of the forts between Cotmeana and Argeş rivers.
Terrain models of fine resolution, made out of UAV (DSM with some of
the high vegetation), for Albota, Săpata and Izbăşeşti.
Numeric model from ANCPI, processed, resolution 5 m, for
Războieni-Piteşti, for which only the relative position is known.
Figure 2 is likely to be enough for the first issue; for the second I made some
previous references34, taking note this time only about the fact that Războieni fort is
33

Gudea, 1997, p. 70-81.
Teodor, 2015, p. 75 with fig. 30; Ibidem, p. 84 with fig. 36; Ibidem, p. 92 with fig. 39; Teodor,
2017, p. 13, where the distances are compared: app. 1.4 km for Izbășești, 1.9 km for Săpata,
1.6 km for Albota.
34
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closer to the border than the rest (all greater than 1.4 km), somewhere less than 600 m,
a distance found nowhere in south, where the rule is of 200–300 m.35 It would be probably too much to say that the Roman army of the third century was ‘hiding’, but the
obvious need of natural defence (for outnumbered garrisons) is something difficult to
find earlier36. Those distances are the result of seeking a good compromise between
sleeping far away of danger and the need to have a straight boundary road.
Some coincidences of details are almost too good to be true; the most striking
example is the (supposed) fountains within the forts. They have been noticed some time
ago, the hollow of the supposed fountain37 being the main clue in the re-identification
of the fort Albota38. Later I observed that all the other forts from the northern frontier
have a similar depression, near the corner heading east. So it is for the fort Izbăşeşti,
where Polonic was drawing a hollow near the eastern corner, on his sketch.39 For Săpata
case I recently reused the plan published by G. G. Tocilescu, but surely done by P.
Polonic, just because it contained the location of some ruins which does not occur on
any other drawing made later40. In addition, I know a second plan made by Polonic
for exactly the same area, not published yet, in which the ruins are absent but the
fountain pops up, in the same eastern corner41. The last is published here, for the first
time, as the Figure 342.
A similar depression was also drawn for the large fort from Urlueni43, but in
that case at the northern corner, and the hollowed object is slightly closer to the centre.
35

For Războieni see Teodor, Chivoci, 2017.
Reminds me yet Comolău, from south-eastern Transylvania, dated by authors running from
the middle of the second century (Popa, Bordi, 2016, p. 74), but, as usual, one should expect
that most part of the artefacts are coming from the latest phase, which should be closer to the
mid third century.
37
None of them has diggings, there’s why they are only supposed to be fountains. We are talking
here about weird depressions near one corner of the fort, rather large (3–4 m in diameter and
one meter deep).
38
Lost for more than a century, see Teodor, 2015, p. 92 with fig. 39 for Polonic’s sketch (that
plan is not facing north, the fountain being located at the eastern corner); Ibidem, p. 135 for
the (supposed) fountain found in forest.
39
Teodor, 2015, p. 75 with fig. 30. The correct orientation of the fort is that displayed here, at
the Fig. 2, the original being rotated to the left.
40
Teodor et alii, 2017, p. 54, fig. 2 (vectorisation after Tocilescu, 1900, p. 133, fig. 76).
41
Absent detail, also, from the plan published by G. Christescu, 1938.
42
I have some comments for the drawing displayed at the Figure 3: the second ditch, suggested
by broken lines, does not exist on the field, or it is just impossible to track on a very detailed
terrain model (res. 0.25 m), which is unlikely. The interruption of the ditch, suggested by Polonic
in the middle of the shorter side of the large fort, is fictional, just because the author felt the need
to ‘see’ a gate there (which is rational); not only it is not interrupted, but exactly there is the
deepest, collecting water. A third detail is very interesting: Polonic and Tocilescu new nothing
about the Roman baths and their location (found and published later by Christescu in 1938),
but exactly where they would be (south of the fortlet) a level line is strongly bent, meaning that
the spoliation of thermae began much earlier than the digging of Christescu.
43
See Teodor, 2015, p. 61, fig. 22.
36
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Figure 3. Sketch made by Pamfil POLONIC in the late 19th century, for the Roman
forts from Săpata. Vectorisation after a photocopy from the archives of the Institute of Archaeology ‘V. Pârvan’, Bucharest, file no. 53. The original drawing
misses the legend, but usually Polonic was noting the distances with passes (written
*), equalling 0.75 m, but the relative altitudes with meters. The conventional sign
for slope breaking lines (as seen in the site overview, in the lower right corner) is
also used for the pit (?) located near the eastern corner of the larger fort.
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I have heard even a local legend for Urlueni from a householder, in 2016, a
legend related to the fort, not to the village of our days, being the story of the virgins
which committed suicide jumping in the fountain, in order to escape of Tatars who
were in-vading the place. Hearing something like that it was clear to me what the
meaning of ‘Tatars’ is44. but did not get it about the fountain. I found it later, by chance:
it was there, in the drawing vectorised of myself, just a few years ago43. The devil is
truly hiding in details.
There are also other clues about the fact that the sectors of the frontier located
at the extremities of the studied boundary are so different due to dissimilar approaches,
being likely different lines of command; as would be with the watching towers. For the
southern sector, between Danube and Vedea Valley, we found out some towers recently, rather large, surprisingly far located from the border line. The one from Traian
Nord, made on the high terrace of the Danube, is ‘only’ 40 m apart from the frontier’s
palisade, but the others (Cula Nord, Totiţa, Valea Epureasca, Valea Mocanului) were
made at gaps measuring 90 to 110 m from the same landmark45. I will avoid here speculations about the reason for such unusual design of the surveying facilities (palisade
and tower, functionally related)46, observing only that distant towers couldn’t play
mainly as watching posts, but as long distance signalling installations; of course, this
means that the watching was performed by patrols sweeping the palisade, or from
smaller towers made in line with the palisade (much difficult to observe).
Unlike the southern sector of the frontier, on the northern sector (UrlueniPiteşti) we know lesser watchtowers, but all are located immediately behind the palisade, or, better say in line with the palisade. Three of them are located northeast of
Urlueni, about half a mile one each other (which could be a pattern to be studied for
the rest of the northern frontier), and a fourth is far away, near Albota, on the spot
named Poiana Roşie47, where the frontier obstacle is becoming again visible.
Another dissimilitude between the southern and the northern sectors is the
44

The association between Roman forts and the name of Tatars is common in the area, as such
toponyms are attested at Crâmpoia (the next fort south of Urlueni), Izbăşeşti (the next fort north
of Urlueni), and Ursoaia (located between Crâmpoia and Urlueni, certainly a Roman village,
if not a lost fort), see Teodor 2016, p. 180. A new thing, for me, is one of the toponyms known
for the small fort from Jidova, linking it not only by (legendary) Jews (Rom. Jidovi), but also
by Tatars (Măndescu et alii, 2014, p. 56).
45
Details in Teodor, 2016a.
46
The comparison with the Raetic limes (the most similar as landscape and chronology) shows
a completely different setup, the towers being made just behind the palisade (see Locations along
the limes at http://www.deutsche-limeskommission.de). Similar distances from the palisade (or
later the frontier stone wall), but smaller (40–80 m), are recorded for fortlets (square, around
20 m on side), interpreted as coordinating sectors of the boundary, where also watchtowers are
known (20 of them for 15 km, as the case for the outskirts of the fort Unterböbingen, Farkas,
2015, p. 70, 94, 95, 97, 99 etc.), which is a quite different story.
47
This one is a large building, possibly a fortlet, but also aligned to the palisade. A fifth is suspected near Mareş village, near the ford of Teleorman Valley (but relatively far from the boundary, over one km).
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boundary obstacle, fully known for the southern sector, but with large gaps for the
northern one. I recently wrote about the issue48, concluding that, from various strategic reasons, between Urlueni and Albota the Roman commanders did not consider
the effort as mandatory all over this route, but only in some more exposed positions
(probably those located in open field). This is surprizing and antithetical: on the one
hand, they are hiding the forts, on the other – they did not build the palisade all along
the boundary. Something is missing here...
A last minute result of the project is a preliminary study of the natural conditions from the distant past, as reflected by pedological evidence.49 It suggests that the
limit between the steppe-like environments from the area nearby Burdea springs is
more or less along the Roman route between Urlueni and Săpata; west of this line there
were relatively large forests, paralleling Cotmeana River. The defence was probably
setup at the fringe of the woods, having or not a delineated and obvious artificial frontier; that could be a wall, a palisade, a ditch, etc., but also could be made just with cut
trees left on the field, known in English as abatis (mainly for modern war), or in
Romanian Middle Age as palanca50. Such an improvised obstacle could be at least as
effective as a palisade, slowing down the enemy, but would remain no archaeological
traces.

6. Dwelling the frontier
The matter of the civilian population – one which could make a difference between an ‘advanced line’ and a ‘true limes’ – has been cleared by the research project
which I managed. We could verify the existence of a civilian settlement in all the cases
where the field around the forts was available for observation51, at the expected level52.
But really interesting facts are related not at those military vici, but in some cases in
which certain settlements cannot be ascribed to any nearby fort. There are three of
them, all making different cases. The first is the settlement from Ursoaia (Olt County),
located halfway between the forts of Crâmpoia and Urlueni. It is possible that the settlement – a small one, around two hectares – was made near a fort, position which
today is completely broken by a sand quarry, southeast of the settlement, in a location
previously known as Movila Tătarul53; this is why one cannot know whether Ursoaia
settlement was – or not – a military vicus.
48

Teodor, 2017.
See the Report of the fourth phase of the research project, section five, on the project website
(http://www.limes-transalutanus.ro/rapoarte/raport_etapa4.html), with some details and illustration.
50
In Romanian this word has also a non-military meaning: a knocked down forest (by wind, for
instance).
51
The exceptions being made of Gresia fort, located in the middle of a present day village, and
the areas of the forts from Izbăşeşti and Albota, covered by dense woods, for which our results
are low (but positive).
52
A non-combatant population about the size of the garrison (Birley, 1973, p. 15).
53
Tatar’s Mound. All Tatar related toponyms known along the limes are pointing out Roman
fortifications.
49
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The second case is Socetu (at the northern limit of Teleorman County), located
on Vedea Valley, where we have a small settlement (possibly a mansio), and, relatively
far southward (at about 900 m) a cemetery,54 very likely not connected with the mentioned dwelling. These discoveries, although small and isolated, are important for suggesting the presence of some civilians relatively far from any known fort55, exactly on
the frontier, just relatively protected by the high terrace and the excellent visibility across
the valley. That terrace between Socetu and Crâmpoia, heading north, and from Socetu
and Gresia, heading south, is today fully taken by villages, and the area available for
archaeological observation is restrained to those two km of free terrace between Socetu
and Mândra hamlet.
The third case is the most exciting. We are speaking here about a group of settlements – three or five, depending on used criteria –56 located on the both sides of
Bratcov Valley, immediately west of Roşiori city. The number is not relevant – three or
five – but the next facts are: (a) the certitude that in close proximity there is no Roman
military fort and (b) the overall evaluation of that population, being around 700, which
is twice the figures reached for Băneasa and Urlueni, the largest military vici57. Even
more interesting fact, all those communities from Bratcov Valley are strictly contemporary, settled there in the second phase of the Roman frontier, extended only along
one generation; ‘interesting’ because for the same span of time one can substantiate
losses of military manpower at least for the largest forts along this frontier (Băneasa,
Urlueni, Săpata), which is paradoxical. The decline in military security should have
frightened the new settlers, but it was the opposite. But all depends on colonists, isn’t
it? Settlers of recent barbarian origin were probably less frightened about the barbarian
menace.
Speaking about recent citizens of the empire at this boundary or immediately
behind it, we are naturally thinking at the Dacians from the Romanian Plain rather than
the veterans coming from orbis Romanorum. The reasons are obvious: the presence of
the ‘culture’ Chilia-Militari almost on the same territory, stretching from Olt River to the
outskirts of Bucharest city. At least apparently, this is a homogenous material culture,
with no obvious differences between west (inside the Roman territory) and the rest
(about two thirds, in barbaricum), showing not only common roots, but also a very good
connectivity. In order to avoid here a complicated analysis, let me invoke only the collection of Roman weapons and military equipment found in the settlement from Mătăsaru, located on the Argeş Valley, 50 km downstream Piteşti (and limes); that collection
has no analogy, in terms of size and diversity (including catapult arrowheads)58, in any
other adjacent territories of the Roman provinces from the Lower Danube.
54

The one with the famous patella made by Aurelius Silvanus.
Gresia is located about 8 km southeast, and Crâmpoia at 14 km northwest.
56
From an archaeological point of view, there are three separate settlements; from a sociological
point of view, there are five clusters of households (Teodor, 2017c, p. 19-23).
57
Teodor, 2017a, esp. p. 22 with the Table 3.
58
Petculescu, 1999, p. 895-897. One should add here the surgical and cosmetic tools, all of
Roman origin (Bichir, 1984, p. 58-60).
55
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7. ‘Barbarian’ or ‘Roman’?
Dealing with the pottery from Alexandria, which comes from a chronological
and geographical horizon with no direct connections with the Empire, being located
40 km outside Limes Transalutanus and half a century later, the research team was
amazed by its quality and its very Roman appearance. We made efforts to understand
the differences between the ‘Roman pottery’ and Chilia-Militari one, which are found
in the scale or frequency of use rather than at a simple typological level.59 We turned
back at this subject when came to work with sherds collected in the project; such artefact
lots are already published, as Săpata pottery (collected on the settlement area) or
Băneasa (the digging-test from 2016)60. The longer we work, the less certain we are,
because we cannot rely on published collections along Limes Transalutanus, there
being none, including here the mountainous corridor. A recent book comes to save the
situation, collecting artefacts from the opposite end of the frontier, at Comolău; the
study contains drawings and photos for each sherd, along a useful catalogue61. We can
see there, for south-eastern Transylvania, the same statistic domination of the greyware, of relatively good fabrication, driving to the conclusion that the whole southeastern frontier of Roman Dacia has a similar set of local production, at least for the
third century.
Of course, grey pottery one can also find in Oltenia, but there is unclear both
in what proportions, for overall local pottery (good to know when processing very fragmented sherds, like those collected in tillage), and how they vary on certain types. Such
things need to be clarified in an undetermined future. The only certainty, for now, is
that we can consider Chilia-Militari pottery as being a Roman provincial pottery.
There are still many questions to answer; for instance: how to explain that the
locals, of unmistakably Dacian ancestry, made and use a pottery which is basically
Roman, after less than one century, just standing next to the Roman frontier? Gheorghe
BICHIR dated the beginnings of Chilia-Military milieu to the middle of the second
century, if not earlier62. It is unlikely to find out, in our life time, when exactly has happened that, yet we can guess that not in a single day, but on a larger span time after
the Roman withdrawal from the Romanian Plain, in 117 AD. Looking at the cultural
differences between southern Dacians and the eastern ones, Carpi63, the extraction of
this population cannot be anything else but local, from the higher ground areas, less
archaeologically known (still waiting for LiDAR)64. Judging from the third century
59

Teodor et alii, 2015, p. 125-128.
Teodor et alii, 2017 for Săpata; Teodor, 2016b for Băneasa.
61
Popa, Bordi, 2016.
62
Bichir, 1984, p. 86-87.
63
Bichir, 1984, de ex. P. 30, 31, 35, 52 etc.; Bichir, 1979, p. 302-304. I should add here that
Carpic pots are unusual tall, distinguishing them from any other culture in Eastern and Central
Europe.
64
Măndescu et alii, 2014, p. 263, Map 5, discoveries from the Second Iron Age. Interesting to
note, except the main valleys shedding in Argeş River, most of the archaeological sites are
located on the same mountainous corridor driving to Bran Pass, as well as Limes Transalutanus
later.
60
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backwards, one could suppose that those southern Dacians did not join the wars from
the early second century, explaining thus why they were allowed in the plain, in proximity of Limes Alutanus. Looking at the Chilia-Militari sites distribution map65, one
could see the great density of points around the Slatina city, on the Olt Valley, thus
compressing the normal distance between two contemporary communities66 and suggesting multiple chronological layers. A common place about the late-Roman or Early
Middle Age communities from the Romanian Plain is their ‘swarming’ around an initial
dwelling67; the highest density of points on the map is around Slatina, just across the
river and the Roman frontier of the second century, looking at the fort from Acidava.
That density could have several reasons; one of them is the age of that habitation; this
wouldn’t be possible without the Roman consent. Looking now at the Middle Age history, Slatina is located on the main route heading west: Câmpulung, Piteşti, Slatina, and
Craiova. At the opposite end one will find Bran Pass, the magic door to Transylvania.
Nothing is really brand new.
Regarding the main traits of the Chilia-Militari civilisation68, I have to say that
they should not be compared with Pompeii or Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, but with
local Roman realities; due to the recent diggings at the large fort from Băneasa, we have
finally something to compare69. One can find there some odd things or at least not that
usual within the ‘Roman civilisation’. One of them is the relative lack of bricks and
roof tiles (if you wonder about stamps); they can be found as reused, in broken parts,
in a number countable on fingers, for each campaign. It is certain that the barracks (two
of them, for now, from opposite corners of the fort) were covered with lightweight
materials, like reeds (one case) or branches (the other case), and the walls were made
out of adobe, using a wooden structure. The explanation is relatively simple: the fort
is located in the middle of Burnaz Plain, characterized by a dry climate and steppelike landscape.70 The production of tegulae (in its broad sense) is expensive, mainly
65

Teodor et alii, 2015, p. 124 with fig. 18.
For a comparison see also Teodor 2017a, p. 26 with fig. 7.
67
The literature of the issue is huge (and rather old) and wouldn’t make sense a debate here. I
would like, for a change, to draw attention to the ethnological literature, apparently ignored by
most of historians. For instance, there is an interesting theory about the temporary dwellings
named ‘odaie’ (Eng. room), with the meaning of a temporary stay, related with animal husbandry,
distributed around the main village (Iorga, 2014). This concept could be very useful in the
attempt of understanding Early Middle Age distribution of the archaeological sites, still to do,
explaining contemporary and close related ‘settlements’. For an English paper in the matter
see Roşculeţ, 2013.
68
Half-sunken or surface houses, made of adobe on wooden structure, rather small, tightly
grouped, heaten (or not) with open hearts, with open-air ovens and many supply pits etc. (Bichir,
1984, p. 7-13 and 125 with Plate IV; see also Idem, 1979, p. 300-302). Note that a direct term
of comparison is absent, no diggins inside settlements along the frontier being done yet.
69
The report for the first campaign is published (Teodor, 2016b), the second campaign is just
finished.
70
Very likely an antique situation, not affected much of the deforestation from medieval or
modern times, because the forest itself was absent. I brought arguments about that in Teodor,
66
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speaking of wood consumption, but this matter was pretty much absent in the area.
The need for wood was very extensive, only if we refer on the frontier palisade (55 km
between Danube and Vedea River), forts’ palisades, inside building structures, heating,
cooking, the civilian settlement, and other crafts, like pottery.
Another intriguing fact at Băneasa is the almost complete lack of construction
iron nails. From two archaeological campaigns we have collected 3 fragments of larger
nails, instead of at least 30, as expected. We are speaking here about a digging which
recovered 20 caligae nails, with an average weight of 0.8 g; we couldn’t miss four to
six inches long building nails, isn’t that so? I do not know if such nails were usually
made on the spot, by blacksmiths, using scrap metal, or were brought from far, but in
this situation I would rather choose the first. We might reach here the same cause: the
relatively lack of combustible. Of course, the iron nails missing, the builders had to
use wooden nails instead, but the necessary quantity was surely much lower, as well
as their reliability.
Another trait of the Roman civilisation in the western Muntenia is referring to
roads. If someone ever asked why no one was found so far, the answer is plain: the
archaeologists were looking for ‘Roman’ roads, made of stone71. There is nothing like
that in the area, due to the absolute lack of the stone. We have succeeded finally to find
some segments of road, we even cut one of them, in a mechanical test trench, and the
news are not great at all: it is all made of clay. The only things which can be identified
as ‘Roman’ are the width (in known standards) and the morphology, with bulging driveway and deep ditches72; of course, where not ploughed.
Summing up, looking at the limes as regarding the building materials, the
Roman civilization from western Muntenia is itself a rural one. The comparison with
neighbouring sites from eastern Oltenia is not appropriate due to the Olt River, which
facilitates large shipping downstream. The Olt Valley is also a dense forested area, as
described by historical maps, and is still relatively the same in our days, being able to
provide building logs for adjacent areas. Therefore, it is not difficult to explain the brick
enclosures from Slăveni or Romula, or the stone precinct from Acidava. Nothing similar,
in terms of transportation facilities, was available on the plain section of Limes Transalutanus: Vedea River, as well as Cotmeana and Teleorman, have their springs in the
northern part of the plain, being lazy streams, possible to be crossed, in the summer,
here and there, without wetting the feet. What is still amazing is only the large valleys
made by such tiny streams, up to 3 km, and the steep terraces, 20–25 m high; the Roma2016, esp. p. 158 with Table 6, p. 160 with fig. 4, p. 161-165. A last minute development of the
research project is a pedological study (Teodor, 2017d, section 5) showing – on short, here – that
the soil south of Roşiorii de Vede is chernozem, formed, by definition, in steppe-like conditions.
71
Although they are not always made of stone, as the case of marsh roads (Tilburg, 2007, p. 1819).
72
Teodor, 2017b; see also the project’s report of the third phase, section 3, http://www.limestransalutanus.ro/rapoarte/raport_etapa3.html. On the same website one will find an ‘encyclopaedia’ of Limes Transalutanus (in English), within the databases menu, an entry for roads
being ready to be published.
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nian Plain is a huge amassment of clay (up to 100 m thick), in which the rain and the
winds are easily dig.

8. The bottom line
Concluding here, the research project which has just ended, although has not
explicit historical objectives, has accumulated data with certain historical relevance.
Trying to make order into the main subjects I should add the following:
I hope that the ‘advanced line’ story ends here, because it has no grounds. This
is a Roman frontier made (almost) as any other, operational in an unfortunate age and
on a territory with very limited resources. Some of the physical traits of the facilities
along the frontier – relatively small forts, relatively afar one each other, and mostly the
distance between the watchtowers and the defended line – are probably mainly due to
the chronology, later than others known in Europe, and not to the environment.
There are serious reasons to say that local population – historically named
(post-) Dacians and archaeologically known as ‘Chilia-Militari’ culture – joined the new
Roman society from western Muntenia from its early days. Witness of this process is
the pottery collected on the border line, but also some demographic facts. At a military
population of around 3600 troops we have an estimation of 4400 civilians along the
frontier and 6600 behind it, on the land flanking Olt River73, making a 76% ratio from
the entire population. Some of those civilians came very likely as camp followers, from
the opposite side of Olt Valley; yet over the 40 or 50 years of Limes Transalutanus
two generations of militaries were replaced by local conscription. In addition, the settlers from Bratcov Valley are more likely newcomers living previously along the frontier than old Roman citizens from the second or third line of defence. We know for sure
that such candidates were there, as long as two settlements from late third century,
located just east of Bratcov, Dulceanca and Alexandria, were thoroughly investigated
by archaeological means74.
Another historical outcome is the amazing Roman army skill for adaptation
at the environment and available resources. The Roman ‘genius’ is not defined mainly
by ‘standards’, but by their ability to reach a similar result using very different materials
and conditions, as contrasting as the Scottish fog and the Syrian heat. No matter how
suitable was the Roman civilization to hold on any surface of land, my guess is that the
successful implant on this new estate was made easier by an enthusiastic support of
the local folks, eager to be useful to the new master and, of course, already adapted
at the natural environment, one of the kind for the Roman Empire, as stretched as it
was.
After all, the main historical resort is the acculturation.

73

Teodor, 2017a, p. 28.
Dolinescu-Ferche, 1974 for Dulceanca; Teodor et alii, 2015 for Alexandria, with literature for
Chilia-Militari milieu.
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